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The demo consists of a playable text-based interactive drama called « The Mutiny », written in collaboration with Olivier Marty [2] . The player is one of the characters in the story, a sailor jailed in a 17 th century galleon with three other prisoners, after a failed plunder against the ship. His goal is now to take the leadership of the galleon by preparing a riot. The user is given many possibilities of actions such as ask/trade/rob an object, ask another character about his/her taste (in order to offer him/her the object he or she likes), try to flatter other characters to have allies, etc. Furthermore, the user is involved in dialogs in which he can refer to the above actions, for example, inform that he can/want to perform these actions or that he/she has failed/succeeded to perform them. As a result, the range of choices given to the user is higher than in other Interactive Drama systems. In the Mutiny, the user has more than 100 choices available, in the middle of the story.
To be able to manage the quantity of choices provided to the user, a specific and innovative user interface has been designed, the "History-Based Interface" (see Figure 1) . It allows the player to select possible new actions from the previous actions and events in the story so far.
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Fully developed in Java, IDtension's narrative management is characterized by the following distinctive features:
Atemporal structure: A story is not described as more or less preauthored chunks of stories such as scenes but as an atemporal structure of goals, tasks, obstacles and ethical values. These elements are described in a generic manner. For example, the goal posses can be applied to any character and any desired object. An subpart of such a structure is depicted on Fig. 2 . This notion of atemporality is borrowed from structuralist theory [3] .
Second order actions: in order to obtain a large number of possible actions without demultiplying the authoring effort, actions are described according to a second order formalism. For example means that a character informs another character that a third character has a given goal, with a fourth character as a parameter. It could produce the following dialog line: Mary to John: Did you know that Bill wished to be loved by Rachel?These second order actions are calculated according to a Narrative Logic. It is a symbolic expert system that implements simple rules such as: If someone knows another character's goal, he can inform any other character about it .
Model of the player: The action selection mechanism for Non Playing Characters (NPC) is based on a general model of the player s perception. Indeed, each action is evaluated according to a set of several narrative criteria:
The action is relevant according to the actions that have just been performed. Complexity: The action regulates the complexity of the narrative. ) ng forward: The action moves the story forward. Conflict: The action either directly generates some conflict (performing a conflicting task), or the action pushes the user towards a conflicting task. Some narrative criteria are based on the psychology of characters, such as ethical consistency and motivation (ability of characters to act according to their goals). Other criteria are guided by pure narrative constraints, such as complexity (tuning of the story to reach a suitable level of complexity) or conflict (how ethical conflict within characters is created and exhibited).
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The rendering of player and non player actions makes use of a text generation sub-system, based on templates. The current demo is in English, and it works in French as well.
While the current demo is text-based, one version of an engine has been connected to a behavior engine and game engine, for 3D visualization and interaction.
A complete description of the engine can be found in [4] . In terms of authoring, an author writing a story such as The Mutiny must provide: the structure of the story, written in a XML file the texts used to produce actual sentences, written in a spreadsheet software (.csv format) a linear text for the introduction various narrative parameters, to be changed in a text file. 
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